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Rediscovery of nylon upgraded by interactive
biorenewable nano-fillers†

Lam Tan Hao, ‡a,b Youngho Eom, ‡a,c Thang Hong Tran, a,b Jun Mo Koo, a

Jonggeon Jegal, a Sung Yeon Hwang, *a,b Dongyeop X. Oh *a,b and
Jeyoung Park *a,b

Inorganic nanomaterials can only stiffen nylon with a significant loss of its toughness and ductility.

Furthermore, they are not eco-friendly. In this study, the facile tuning of nylon’s mechanical properties

from stiff to tough was achieved, using cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) and chitosan nanowhiskers (CSW) as

biorenewable fillers. The interaction between the matrix and filler was controlled by varying the types of

fillers and the employed processing methods, including in situ interfacial polymerization and post-solu-

tion blending. Particularly with CSW, the in situ-incorporated filler with a 0.4 wt% loading strengthened

nylon and led to a 1.9-fold increase in its Young’s modulus (2.6 GPa) and a 1.7-fold increase in its ultimate

tensile strength (106 MPa), whereas the solution-blended filler with a 0.3 wt% loading toughened the

polymer with a 2.1-fold increase (104 MJ m−3). Compared with inorganic nanocomposites, these interac-

tive biofiller-nanocomposites are unrivaled in their reinforcing performance when normalized by filler

content. This stiff-to-tough tuning trend is more pronounced in the CSW system than in the CNC system.

Covalent polymer grafts on the amine surface of CSW enhanced interfacial interactions in the in situ

method, whereas its cationic surface charges plasticized the polymer matrix in the blending method. This

proteinaceous composite-mimicking all-organic nylon nanocomposite opens new possibilities in the

field of reinforced engineering plastics.

Introduction

Plastics have become an indispensable part of our daily life
owing to their favorable properties such as light weight, low
cost, high flexibility, and easy processing.1–3 However, the
mechanical properties of neat plastics do not always meet the
technical requirements for applications under extreme con-
ditions. The demand for light, but structurally strong and
stiff materials is one such requirement, which has driven the
development of organic–inorganic hybrid materials, widely
known as inorganic filler-reinforced nanocomposites.4–6 These
materials generally consist of a polymer matrix, and at least
one inorganic component in a sub-micrometric, usually nano-

metric, size for enhanced efficiencies, e.g., clays,7 and carbon
nanomaterials.8,9

Despite their immense value, the use of hybrid nano-
composites is not encouraged in the current sustainable
industrial era as they create serious environmental and health
problems. Most nanocomposite wastes are disposed through
landfills or incineration,10,11 and, upon burning, they produce
fine particulates, which cannot be further pyrolyzed.12 Long-
term occupational exposure and inhalation of such inorganic
particulates has been strongly linked to multiple pulmonary
effects, inflammation, and carcinogenesis.13,14

Furthermore, the hybrid materials face technological limit-
ations. They are only able to exhibit high mechanical pro-
perties and express novel functionalities when the interfacial
area between the constituents is maximized and the dispersion
state of the filler within the matrix is controlled. In terms of
mechanical performance, the homogeneous dispersion of
nanofillers is prerequisite to the reinforcing effect because the
larger fraction of the adsorbed polymer chains on the surface
of the filler results in the higher reinforcing effectiveness.4,15

In terms of other functional performances such as electrical,
thermal and optical properties, however, a specific dispersion
state of nanomaterials should be required to develop a perco-
lated network or anisotropically arranged structure via self-
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assembly. To achieve this goal, the inorganic nanoparticles
should undergo the surface modification process including
the polymeric grafting or acid treatment before the ex situ
mixing.16–18 However, in most cases, the unmodified inorganic
particles are poorly or randomly dispersed in the organic poly-
meric matrices because of the weak interaction between
organic and inorganic materials, thus making the preparation
of true nanocomposites a significant challenge.9 Moreover,
whereas inorganic nanomaterials stiffen the matrix, they
inherently bring about a large reduction in toughness and
ductility of the polymeric material.

At the same time, researchers may learn from all-organic
nanocomposites in nature that continue to inspire the scienti-
fic community. For example, mineral-deficient load-bearing
tissues of invertebrate organisms have attracted considerable
attention as high-performance and mechanically tunable bio-
materials. The proteinaceous matrix in these tissues is
reinforced with natural nanofiber-structural fillers such as cell-
ulose or chitin, which have an elastic modulus of 120–150
GPa.19,20 Tunicates, which belong to a marine invertebrate
family, have a hard, yet tough, protective shell, which is com-
posed of interactively bonded cellulose nanofibers and pro-
teins, forming a reinforced organic complex.21–23 Similarly,
certain parts of insect exoskeletons and cephalopod beaks are
extremely hard and stiff, whereas other parts are soft and
tough; these remarkable variations are enabled by the con-
trolled degree of coupling density between chitin-binding pro-
teins and strong chitin nanofibers.20,24 From a material engin-
eering perspective, these nano-scaled cellulose and chitin,
which are naturally abundant, biodegradable, and biocompati-
ble, are highly appealing as renewable and sustainable
material sources.25–28

Even though these two bio-renewable nanofillers have been
incorporated for enhancing the mechanical properties of
several polymers, the resulting materials often have inadequate
characteristics because of poor dispersion of the
filler.25–27,29–32 Furthermore, fabrication of polyamide (nylon)
nanocomposites with bio-renewable nanofillers is particularly
challenging. The mechanical reinforcing effects achieved are
insignificant considering the amount of filler added, as the
thermal requirement for nylon composite melt-processing is
close to the degradation temperature of the nanocellulose
materials.33–35 Additionally, the homogeneous dispersion of
these nanofillers within the strongly hydrogen-bonded
polymer matrices is highly challenging. Even though chitosan
nanowhiskers (nanochitin-derived materials) are expected to
exhibit effective hydrogen bonding with nylon, no successful
results of such use have been reported yet.

Herein, we report the preparation of strong and mechani-
cally tunable novel all-organic nanocomposites through in situ
polymerization and post-solution blending approaches. This is
achieved by emulating bio-hardening mechanisms and stiff-to-
tough transition of natural nanofiber-reinforced proteinaceous
composites. We chose nylon 6, 6 (Ny66), an aliphatic polya-
mide, as the matrix material for the study, because of its
inherent ability to mimic natural proteinaceous materials such

as silk. For the first time, comparative filler-effects of cellulose
nanocrystals (CNC) and chitosan nanowhiskers (CSW), which
were extracted from renewable biomasses, on the Ny66 nano-
composite properties were investigated under the same prepa-
ration conditions. Using an in situ interfacial polymerization
process of hexamethylenediamine-alkaline aqueous solution
pre-dispersed with nanofillers and adipoyl chloride-organic
solution, strong interactions are expected to occur between the
polymers and organic nanomaterials (Fig. 1a). Additionally,
Ny66 was mixed with CNC or CSW by solution blending in
formic acid (Fig. 1b). The type of filler and composite prepa-
ration method influenced the degree of intermolecular hydro-
gen bonding and the arrangement of the polymer chains and
allowed the tunable mechanical reinforcement of the compo-
sites. Furthermore, these interactive all-organic nano-
composites are excellent alternatives to circumvent the limit-
ations imposed by the passive inorganic–organic hybrid
materials.

Results and discussion
Preparation of Ny66 nanocomposite films with biorenewable
nanofillers

The surface characteristics of biorenewable nanofillers are
easily tailorable even with simple environmental controls, due
to the presence of abundant surface polar functional groups
and their facile chemical accessibility. Such organic additives
with adjustable surface features are expected to provide
remarkable interfacial affinity and reinforcing behavior to a
polymer matrix that cannot be realized with conventional in-
organic filler-based composites. CNC derived from sulfuric
acid hydrolysis of wood pulp have an approximate diameter
and length of 5–20 nm and 100–200 nm, respectively.36,37 On
the other hand, CSW obtained from demineralized shrimp
shells by acidic hydrolysis followed by alkaline deacetylation
were 150–250 nm long and 10–25 nm wide (Fig. S1 in the
ESI†).

To evaluate the influence of different types of biorenewable
nanofillers and preparation methods on nanocomposite pro-
perties, we prepared four different series of Ny66 nano-
composites at considerably low filler concentrations
(0.1–0.5 wt%) (Fig. 1a and b). There have been attempts to
introduce the biorenewable filler like CNC into polyamides via
in situ polymerization.38–40 However, preparation of the test
specimen still required melt processing.40 This could lead to
an underestimation of the actual reinforcing effectiveness of
the filler because the high melting point of most polyamides
exceeds the degradation temperature of CNC. In this study, we
successfully fabricated in situ polyamide composites contain-
ing bioreneweable fillers including CNC and CSW without
thermal application, thus minimizing the degradation of the
fillers.

The in situ polymerization is regarded as one of the most
effective methods for producing high-performance nano-
composites because it enables the incorporation of the nano-
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filler into the polymer matrix while preserving its superior
dispersion.41,42 Whereas conventional carbon-based nanofil-
lers such as single- or multi-walled carbon nanotubes are
appealing, they require functionalization or the use of a surfac-
tant to enhance their dispersibility in the monomer-contain-
ing reaction medium.6,43–46 In this study, however, the inher-
ently strong hydrophilicity of CNC and CSW allows their excel-
lent dispersion in the aqueous phase without the need for any
pretreatment, thus simplifying the composite preparation
process.

To facilitate film processing, the concentration ratio of the
two monomers in the polymerization system was adjusted for
preparing Ny66 of sufficiently high molecular weight.47

Indeed, the viscosity average molecular weight (MV) of the pre-
pared Ny66, which was isolated from the composites by
syringe-filtration is similar to that of the neat Ny66 (28–34 kg
mol−1, Table S1 in the ESI†) and is comparable to commercial
Ny66 pellets (38 kg mol−1). These results suggest that incorpor-
ation of CNC and CSW had a negligible effect on the MV of the
composites. In another approach, the solution-blended nano-

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration for the preparation of Ny66 nanocomposite films containing CNC or CSW via (a) in situ interfacial polymerization or (b)
solution blending in formic acid. The mechanical properties of I-NS and B-NS series, representing the hard elytra and the soft back wings of a scarab
beetle, respectively, can be tunable, as opposed to the I-NC and B-NC series. (c) Photographs of the solution casting procedure and as-prepared
film. A glass funnel was used to control the evaporation rate of formic acid. (d) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images showing the difference
in surface morphology of films prepared from fast and slow evaporation of formic acid. (e) Representative tensile stress–strain curves of neat Ny66
films depending on the solvent evaporation rate.
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composites were prepared by dissolving the neat Ny66 with
freeze-dried CNC or CSW in formic acid, followed by vigorous
mixing and solvent evaporation. Given the variable surface fea-
tures of the natural fillers, CNC is negatively charged due to
the sulfation of several C6 hydroxyl groups.48,49 However, the
C2 amine groups (1.15 mmol g−1, degree of deacetylation of
70%)26 of the CSW are positively charged by formic acid
during solution blending. Furthermore, these amine groups
are reactive towards the –COCl groups of adipoyl chloride in
the amide coupling reaction, which facilitates the facile graft-
ing of Ny66 chains onto the filler during polymerization. The
resulting distinct surface features would lead to different inter-
facial interactions and reinforcement behaviors of the compo-
site systems. The nanocomposite series prepared in situ by
varying the wt% of the nanofillers is denoted I-NCn for CNC,
and I-NSn for CSW, respectively, whereas the solution-blended
nanocomposite series are coded as B-NCn for CNC, and B-NSn
for CSW, respectively, where n is wt% of nanofiller with respect
to total mass of the composite (Fig. 1).

Ny66 films were prepared by solution casting and sub-
sequent evaporation using formic acid as the solvent (Fig. 1c),
and the resulting films had an average thickness of
0.13–0.16 mm. Unfortunately, these films were found to be
porous and brittle and exhibited poor mechanical properties
due to the fast solvent evaporation (Fig. S2 in the ESI†), which
is in line with the results reported previously.50 However, to
obtain a high-quality film, we reduced the formic acid evapor-
ation rate by covering the solution-casted dish with a simple
long-neck glass funnel. As a result, the “slow-evaporated” film
showed a continuous surface without a porous structure, and
afforded a 1.4-fold higher ultimate tensile strength (σ) of 61
MPa and a 2.7-fold higher elongation at break (εb) of 93% com-
pared with those of the “fast-evaporated” film (44 MPa and
34%, respectively), as shown in Fig. 1d and e. The surface mor-
phology at different positions of the fractured film was investi-
gated, and the results are explained in the ESI.† Given the
better properties of the film obtained under the controlled
conditions, all the Ny66 nanocomposite films were processed
by the slow-evaporation technique, so that their mechanical
properties could be compared appropriately.

Tuning the mechanical properties of Ny66 nanocomposites

As the amine groups of CSW are readily protonated under
acidic pH, the interfacial interactions in the CSW and CNC-
containing Ny66 composites will be different when formic acid
is used for film processing. The mechanical properties of the
prepared four different types of Ny66 nanocomposites are pre-
sented in Fig. 2 and Table S2 in the ESI.† The values for
tensile properties, including Young’s modulus (E), σ, and εb of
the prepared lab-scale neat Ny66 were within 88–94% of those
of the commercial sample (Table S2 in the ESI†) and were in
good agreement with previously reported values.51,52

In case of the Ny66/CNC nanocomposites, incorporation of
the nanofiller via either preparation method led to an increase
in E and σ at the cost of εb, thereby improving the stiffness of
the composite systems, which is in line with the typical

reinforcement behavior of polymer nanocomposites.35,45,46,50

The matrix-filler interfacial interaction resulting from the
hydrogen bonding between the –OH groups of the CNC and
the amide groups of the surrounding Ny66 chains could be
responsible for the strengthening of the composite
systems.53,54 Such reinforcement is more noticeable in the
films prepared using the in situ method, compared with those
prepared by solution-blending with the same filler loading,
which indicates that the direct incorporation of the CNC filler
from the polymerization media leads to its higher entangle-
ment with Ny66 chains due to the better dispersion. This rein-
forcing effect was maximized at 0.4 wt% loading of the filler;
I-NC0.4 exhibited a 1.6-fold increase in both E (2.2 GPa) and σ

(100 MPa), whereas a 1.4-fold increase was observed for those
properties in B-NC0.4, compared with those of the neat Ny66,
respectively. Given the difference in reinforcement efficiency
between two preparation methods, it is reasonable to suggest
that the in situ polymerized Ny66 chains in the vicinity of CNC
were successful in preventing the aggregation of the nano-
materials, which facilitated better dispersion of the CNC filler,
thereby leading to the formation of stronger interfacial hydro-
gen bonds and a superior strengthening effect than those of
the post-blended nanocomposites.

Compared with the monotonous increase in the stiffness of
the CNC-containing composites, the mechanically tuned nylon
films employing CSW as the nanofiller can display the ben-
eficial stiff-to-tough transition depending on the preparation
routes used during their synthesis. The in situ Ny66/CSW
nanocomposites exhibited a similar trend with the CNC
systems, but the reinforcement effect of the CSW was greater
than that of the CNC at the same filler loading. Indeed,
I-NS0.4 exhibited a 1.9-, and 1.7-fold increase in E (2.6 GPa),
and σ (106 MPa), respectively. This stronger effect seems to
result from the synergistic contribution of the covalently cross-
linked polymer grafting and the physical hydrogen bonding
interactions. As mentioned before, the –NH2 groups on the
CSW surface can produce polymeric branches upon reacting
with the adipoyl chloride’s –COCl groups during polymeriz-
ation. In addition, the abundant –OH and residual NH2 groups
of CSW can form hydrogen bonds with the amide groups of
Ny66, which could be comparable in strength as those of the
CNC’s –OH groups, and the resulting stronger physical con-
finement of the filler-entangled polymer chains afford the
higher tensile modulus.

Interestingly, in contrast to the in situ composites, Ny66 was
considerably toughened by the post-solution blending with
CSW, and displayed a simultaneous increase in σ up to 80 MPa
(1.3-fold at 0.4 wt%) and εb up to 147% (1.6-fold at 0.3 wt%).
This remarkable result of the B-NS series can be ascribed to
the formation of the –NH3

+ groups on the CSW surface via
formic acid protonation during the film processing, which was
confirmed by the results from the Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) and titrimetric analysis of these samples
(Fig. S3 in the ESI†). Charged nanomaterials tend to act as
plasticizers via electrostatic repulsions and promote the disen-
tanglement of the polymer chains and subsequent stretching
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under tension. This behavior delays the failure and, as a
result, produces tougher nylon films with an elevated εb.

49,55

In this regard, the contrasting behavior of CSW in the I-NS
series implies that the in situ-incorporated CSW filler was neg-
ligibly protonated during dissolution in formic acid because of
the polymeric wrapping and grafting onto the surface resulting
from the amidation of the free NH2 groups.

To assess the reinforcing effectiveness of CNC and CSW on
Ny66, we compared the increase in σ and εb per unit (1 wt%)

filler loading [(fold − 1) wt%−1] for these two nanofillers, with
the literature data for polyamide composites obtained with
other types of fillers.56 Detailed data for polyamide composites
reinforced by CNC, CSW, and other fillers are summarized in
Table S3 in the ESI,† and plotted in Fig. 2e and f. The four
types of films prepared in this study achieved a record σ of >85
MPa using the post-blending, and ≥100 MPa using the in situ
polymerization. Furthermore, improved reinforcement per-
formance [1.9 (fold − 1) wt%−1] and the highest εb (147%)

Fig. 2 Variation of mechanical properties including Young’s modulus (E, ■), ultimate tensile strength (σ, ●), and elongation at break (εb, ▲) with the
varied filler content of (a) Ny66/CNC and (b) Ny66/CSW nanocomposites. Representative stress–strain curves of (c) Ny66/CNC and (d) Ny66/CSW
nanocomposites at a filler loading of 0.4 wt%. Ashby plots of (e) σ increase and (f ) εb increase per unit (1 wt%) filler loading [(fold − 1) wt%−1] of Ny66
nanocomposites in this study and other polyamide composites reported in the literature (Table S3†). The red and blue star symbols represent the
in situ and solution-blended Ny66 composites in the current study, respectively.
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were observed for the B-NS film, although this parameter was
shown to decrease in most polyamide composites with an
increase in E and σ. The mechanically reinforcing effectiveness
of CNC and CSW is comparable to that of functionalized
single-walled carbon nanotubes on nylon 610, which were pre-
pared using in situ polymerization.45 Overall, CNC and CSW
are eco-friendly and offer distinct advantages in terms of con-
venient and cost-effective processing, without the need for
surface modifications. Considering that the facile tunability of
the mechanical properties of nylon has been achieved, these
natural nanomaterials could serve as alternatives to the in-
organic and carbon-based reinforcing fillers in composite
processing.

Structural analysis of uniaxial deformation and interfacial
interaction

The morphological changes of the tensile-fractured specimens
can be studied from the SEM images (Fig. 3) of the representa-

tive composite samples with the 0.4 wt% filler loading at three
different positions, including the grip, whitening, and frac-
tured regions (Fig. 3a). The corresponding two-dimensional
small-angle X-ray scattering (2D SAXS) patterns are also
included in each image to inform the microstructural defor-
mation during tensile testing.

At the grip position, all the composite films exhibited a
smooth surface, and their 2D SAXS pattern around the beam
stop was almost isotropic due to the lack of tensile defor-
mation (Fig. 3b). Interestingly, I-NS0.4 showed bundles of
muscle-like fibers, indicating robustness. As the measuring
position got closer to the fractured cross-section, elongated
microvoids, which bring about the whitening of the speci-
mens, were observed along the tested direction (Fig. 3c). The
ellipsoidal shape of the SAXS scattering with anisotropy per-
pendicular to the tested direction is direct evidence of the
elongation and orientation of the internal microvoids.57

Among the tested samples, a noticeable ellipsoidal pattern of

Fig. 3 (a) Photograph and illustration of a Ny66 film specimen after tensile testing, showing the three regions measured using SEM and SAXS. SEM
images of (b) grip, (c) whitening (necking), and (d) fractured cross-section positions (from left to right) of I-NC0.4, I-NS0.4, B-NC0.4, and B-NS0.4
films at the nanofiller loading of 0.4 wt% upon tensile testing. The double-headed white arrows in (c) indicate the direction of the stretching force.
Insets are their respective 2D SAXS images.
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the scattering was observed for B-NS0.4, which is a result of a
large extension caused by stable necking, as well as the
delayed failure. This morphological change has a close relation
to the higher εb value of the B-NS0.4 (strongly toughened
sample) compared with other composite systems. On the other
hand, the scattering anisotropy at the whitening position for
the in situ composites is relatively low, which suggests that the
well-dispersed nanofillers strongly disturb the rearrangement
and orientation of the polymer chains under uniaxial tension.
The fibrous structure at the fractured surface was developed
during tensile testing, but their relaxation after failure resulted
in the reduction of the anisotropy of the SAXS scattering
pattern (Fig. 3d). Remarkably, the disordered fibers were fused
in I-NS0.4 due to the binder-type properties of the graft-con-
taining CSW, which were indicated by the presence of the
most isotropic 2D SAXS pattern among other samples.

The wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) results of the CSW-
containing Ny66 composites are compared to clearly elucidate
the effects of preparation methods and the corresponding
interfacial interactions on the microstructural deformation.
The deconvoluted one-dimensional (1D) and 2D WAXS pat-
terns of the neat samples and the four types of the composites
at the three measurement positions are shown in Fig. S4 and
S5 in the ESI.† The 1D WAXS patterns of I-NS0.4 showed
similar X-ray patterns at the three positions (Fig. 4b), whereas
the neat Ny66 and B-NS0.4 samples exhibited a sharp decrease
in the intensity at the deformed regions (whitening and frac-
tured) compared with that of the grip spot (Fig. 4a and c). The
broadening, as well as reduced intensity of the two prominent
peaks at 20.2 and 24.4°, indicated the dissociation of hydrogen
bonding of the nylon chains and the subsequent rearrange-
ment of crystallites because the crystal structure for such

Fig. 4 1D WAXS patterns of (a) neat Ny66, (b) I-NS0.4, and (c) B-NS0.4 films. 2D WAXS profiles at the whitening position of (d) neat Ny66, (e)
I-NS0.4, and (f ) B-NS0.4 films. (g) Azimuthal scan of the (010)/(110) refraction plane of neat Ny66 film and its nanocomposite films at nanofiller
loading of 0.4 wt% at the whitening position. (h) Crystallinity and (i) crystal size of (010)/(110) plane were calculated based on the fitting results of 1D
WAXS patterns in Fig. S4 in the ESI.†
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major peaks consists mainly of hydrogen bonding of the
aligned polymer chains. The peaks at 20.2 and 24.4°, are
assigned to the (100) and the (010)/(110) doublet planes of the
α-phase of Ny66 triclinic structure, respectively. The former
and latter originate from the intra- and inter-sheet scatterings,
respectively.58 Therefore, the cationic-charged CSW filler,
which was incorporated by solution blending helps the
polymer matrix relieve the external stress by acting as a plasti-
cizer to facilitate the uniaxial chain extension and dissociation
of the intermolecular interaction, resulting in the toughening
of the nylon composite. In contrast, the polymeric grafted-
CSW filler, which was prepared by the in situ method,
enhanced the resistance to the uniaxial deformation by pre-
venting the microstructural rearrangement of nylon and
thereby produced the stiff composite.

The scattering produces isotropic broad rings in the neat
Ny66 and I-NS0.4, even in 2D WAXS patterns at the whitening
position (Fig. 4d and e), but rings of much higher intensity
were observed in the equatorial region for B-NS0.4 (Fig. 4f),
indicating a higher degree of orientation parallel to the stretch-
ing direction. The higher orientation of B-NS0.4 was further
supported by a narrow distribution in the (010)/(110)
Azimuthal scans (Fig. 4g), which agreed well with the extensi-
ble property of the B-NS samples. In addition, only B-NS0.4
exhibited a notable change in the crystallinity and crystal size,
which indicated that some crystal structures were broken down
and the resultant small crystallites were readily aligned along
the uniaxial direction (Fig. 4h and i). As expected, the I-NS0.4
sample exhibited little change in these two parameters due to
its very high stiffness.

An Azimuthal scan (ψ-scan) of the (010)/(110) refraction
plane of neat Ny66 film and its nanocomposite films at nano-
filler loading of 0.4 wt% was acquired at the whitening posi-
tion. The Azimuthal scan consists of a rotation of the crystal
structure in the samples around the diffraction vector and the
recording of the resulting intensity variations as a function of
the rotation angle (ψ). Crystallinity and crystal size of (010)/
(110) plane were calculated based on the fitting results of 1D
WAXS patterns shown in Fig. S4 in the ESI.†

The interfacial hydrogen bonding of the matrix-filler can be
qualitatively assessed by observing the FTIR spectra in the
1700–1450 cm−1 region, which show the amide I and II bands
(amide I, mainly hydrogen-bonded CvO stretching; amide II,
mainly in-plane hydrogen-bonded NH deformation)59–62

(Fig. 5). The band assignments in the spectral region are sum-
marized in Table S4 in the ESI.† Among the four types of the
prepared composite systems, the amide I band (carbonyl) at
1631 cm−1 of the I-NS series experienced the greatest red-shift
to 1611 cm−1 at 0.4 wt% filler loading (Fig. 5b), which verified
the strongest interfacial hydrogen bonding in the presence of
the grafted Ny66 chains onto the CSW filler.59,63,64 This result
indicated that CSW is a more suitable nanofiller for polyamide
composites than CNC due to formation of the stronger inter-
facial bonding through both chemical and physical inter-
actions by the reactive amine groups on the CSW surface.
However, the observed minor peak shift of the B-NS series

could have arisen from different interaction modes of acid-pro-
tonated CSW with the Ny66 matrix because the positively
charged ammonium groups favor ionic interactions over
hydrogen bonding (Fig. 5d).65,66 In the CNC-containing com-
posites, minor differences in the peak shifting observed
between the two series (I-NC and B-NC) suggested that the
interfacial interaction mode of CNC was dominantly governed
by the physical hydrogen bonding, independent of the prepa-
ration methods (Fig. 5a and c). In this regard, the higher
mechanically reinforcing efficiency observed in the I-NC seems
to originate from a better dispersion of CNC, than that in the
post-blended system (B-NC).

It should be noted that in the IR spectra of the composites,
the appearance of new minor peaks in the 1500–750 cm−1

range indicates the transition to a more stable crystal structure
with enhanced structural regularity. These included the bands
at 1466 cm−1 (amide-non-vicinal CH2 scissoring), 1332, 1226,
1060, 1040, and 1013 cm−1 (trans-chain conformation and
crystal structure regularity) (Fig. 5e).59,60,64,67–69 Furthermore,
some characteristic bands for the trans conformation and crys-
tallinity became sharper in the composite films than in the
neat film. These included the bands at 1473 and 1417 cm−1,

Fig. 5 FTIR spectra in the 1700–1450 cm−1 range showing the amide I
and II bands for (a) I-NC, (b) I-NS, (c) B-NC, and (d) B-NS nanocomposite
films with respect to the filler content. (e) FTIR spectra of the neat Ny66
and its composites at the filler loading of 0.4 wt% over the
1720–750 cm−1 range.
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(NH- and CO-vicinal CH2 scissoring, respectively, and repre-
senting the trans-chain conformation) and the bands at 1200
and 937 cm−1 (representing crystallinity).59,60,64,70–73 In case of
neat Ny66, the structural regularity is dominantly degraded by
the Brill structure, which is a less stable, pseudohexagonal
crystal, compared with the stable α-triclinic crystal form.60,69

Overall, these spectral changes in the composite systems
suggest that the chain alignment (trans conformation) along
the filler surface through the interfacial bonding results in the
enhanced regularity by minimizing the Brill structure.

Thermal behavior of the Ny66 composites

In the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermogram of
the neat Ny66 film, two endothermic peaks appeared at 146
and 261 °C, corresponding to the Brill transition and melting,
respectively.74,75 However, all of the prepared composite films
exhibited a melting peak without the Brill endotherm (Fig. 6a).
This result is ascribed to the structural conversion from the
less-stable pseudohexagonal form to the stable α-triclinic
crystal by molecular alignment and interfacial hydrogen
bonding along the filler surface, and these results are in agree-
ment with the FTIR results. The complete disappearance of
the Brill peak even at the filler loading of 0.1 wt% reveals that
the interfacial interaction on the filler surface not only leads to
the alignment of the adjacent polymer chains but also affects
the structural regularity of the entire matrix (Fig. S6a–d in the
ESI†). Higher crystallization temperatures were observed for
both CNC and CSW nanocomposite films during cooling, than
for neat Ny66, and these values generally increased with an

increase in the filler concentration. This trend verified the role
of the fillers as effective nucleating agents (Fig. 6b and
Fig. S6e–h in the ESI†). The crystallinity (X) was calculated
using the equation X = 100 × (ΔHm/ ΔH°

m), where ΔHm and
ΔH°

m (188.4 J g−1) are the melting enthalpies of the composite
films and theoretically 100% crystalline Ny66, respectively.76

Overall, the crystallinity of the composites was slightly higher
than that of the neat Ny66, and its value is in the 29–38%
range (Table S5 in the ESI†).

Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of the neat Ny66 film
revealed that its degradation took place over the 350–500 °C
range. The decomposition temperature for 5% weight loss
(Td5) was determined to be ∼359 °C, and the maximum
decomposition temperature (Tmax) was observed at ∼408 °C
(Fig. 6c and Table S1 in the ESI†), which are consistent with
reported values.77 The degradation trend of all of the compo-
site films is similar to that of the neat film and showed no sep-
arate degradation stage for either CNC78,79 or CSW,80 which
indicates good dispersion of the nanofiller in the polymer
matrix, with minimal aggregation (Fig. S7 in the ESI†).
Nonetheless, incorporation of the nanofiller into the polymer
matrix even at low concentrations generally improved the
thermal stability of the composites, which is attributed to
effective filler-matrix interaction though hydrogen bonding or
covalent linkage. Interestingly, B-NS samples experienced an
unusual elevation in their Tmax, which reached as high as
460 °C (Fig. 6d), 50 °C higher than that of the pristine film.
This increase likely resulted from ionization of CSW by formic
acid during the post-blending.49

Fig. 6 Thermal properties of neat Ny66 and its composite films at the 0.4 wt% filler loading. DSC of (a) 1st heating and (b) subsequent cooling ther-
mograms of the films. (c) TGA and (d) corresponding differential thermal gravimetric (DTG) curves of the films. The inset figure in (c) presents a
magnified view of the onset thermal degradation.
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Conclusions

Inspired by bio-hardening mechanisms in nature, in this
study, we fabricated all-organic Ny66 composites using CNC or
CSW as nanofillers via in situ polymerization or post-solution
blending in formic acid. Both these biorenewable nanofillers
showed mechanically reinforcing effects on the polymer at
considerably low filler loadings (≤0.5 wt%) without the neces-
sity of any surface modification, which is attributed to the
matrix-filler interfacial hydrogen bonding. Particularly with
CSW, the mechanical properties of the Ny66 composite were
freely tunable from being stiff to tough depending on the fab-
rication technique employed. The Ny66 film was strengthened
by in situ-incorporated CSW which exhibited σ up to 106 MPa
(1.7-fold increase) at 0.4 wt% filler-loading but was toughened
by post-blended CSW in formic acid up to 104 MJ m−3 (2.1-fold
increase) at 0.3 wt%. This versatility of CSW is believed to orig-
inate from its amine functional groups, which, not only
provide grafting points for Ny66 during in situ polymerization,
but also undergo formic acid-mediated protonation during
solution blending, rendering CSW as a plasticizer. Overall, the
outcomes from this research open up possibilities for further
development and acceptance of interactive biorenewable nano-
filler-based all-organic composites for various industrial
applications.

Experimental section
Materials

The monomers, adipoyl chloride (>98%) and hexamethyl-
enediamine (HMDA, >98%), were purchased from TCI (Japan).
CNC was purchased from the Process Development Center
(University of Maine, US). CSW was prepared from shrimp
shell α-chitin (Sigma-Aldrich, US) following an established
method.26 m-Cresol (99%), 1,2-dichlorobenzene (99%), formic
acid (96%), commercial Ny66 (density 1.14 g mL−1), and
sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 97%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. All chemicals were used as received without further
purification.

Interfacial polymerization

The polymerization system consisted of two immiscible liquid
phases. The organic phase, consisting of adipoyl chloride
(6.18 g, 33.8 mmol) in 1,2-dichlorobenzene (200 mL), was
allowed to react with the aqueous phase comprising HMDA
(4.31 g, 37.1 mmol) in deionized water (400 mL) containing
NaOH (3.0 g, 75 mmol), which neutralized the hydrochloric
acid byproduct. The organic solution was poured into the
aqueous solution under intense stirring, and the mixture was
stirred at 35 000 rpm for 5 min using a blender (800 W motor,
HR2096/00, Philips, US). The aqueous-to-organic phase
volume ratio and the reactant concentrations were optimized
for maximizing molecular weight and yield.47 The polymeriz-
ation reaction theoretically produces 7.64 g of neat Ny66.

The in situ interfacial polymerization of Ny66/CNC and
Ny66/CSW composites was conducted with the same reactant
ratio as described for the neat Ny66. The nanofillers i.e., CNC
or CSW were dispersed in the aqueous phase by homogeniz-
ation at 5000 rpm for 10 min using a homogenizer (T 25
digital ULTRA-TURRAX®, IKA, Germany), followed by bath-
sonication using an Ultrasonic Cleaner (SD-D400H,
LKLABKOREA Inc., South Korea) at 50% amplitude for 30 min
at 25 °C. The percentages of the nanofillers were 0.1–0.5 wt%
with respect to the theoretical yield of Ny66 composites.

All products were subjected to a two-stage purification
process. The products were first washed repeatedly with
methanol to remove by-products, unreacted monomers, and
the solvents, and were then filtered through a Büchner funnel
and vacuum-dried at 80 °C for 12 h. In the second stage, the
dried product was cryo-pulverized in liquid nitrogen for
10 min and then bath-sonicated in methanol at 50% ampli-
tude for 30 min. The cryo-grinding and sonication increased
the contaminant extraction efficiency with methanol. The pro-
cesses were repeated three times.

Preparation of nanocomposite films

Films were prepared using a solution casting method. Ny66 or
its in situ-generated nanocomposites were dissolved in formic
acid and were stirred for 2 days at 25 °C to produce 6.5 wt%
solutions. Solution-blended Ny66 nanocomposite solutions
were prepared separately, according to the following pro-
cedure. The as-synthesized neat Ny66 was dissolved in formic
acid (6.5 wt%) and upon achieving complete dissolution of the
polymer, the natural organic nanofillers, which were CNC or
CSW, were added into the solutions at different weight percen-
tages (0.1–0.5 wt%, compared to the Ny66 composite). The
nanofillers were dispersed in the nylon solutions by bath soni-
cation at 50% amplitude for 2 h and were then allowed to rest
for 24 h. Further bath sonication was carried out again at 50%
amplitude for 2 h. The film was obtained by pouring the hom-
ogenous solution into a glass Petri dish (15 mL per Petri dish
with a diameter of 90 mm) followed by evaporation for 5 days.
The solvent evaporation rate was reduced by placing an
inverted glass funnel over the Petri dish, which reduced the
exposure of the solution to the atmosphere. The formed films
were then vacuum dried at 80 °C overnight to ensure complete
removal of the residual solvent.

In order to study the effect of the solvent evaporation rate
on the properties of resulting composite films, in a separate
film processing experiment, the funnel was removed after
24 h, so that formic acid could evaporate within the next 24 h.
The film thus formed in 2 days was dried under vacuum at
80 °C overnight to remove the residual solvent, and the film’s
mechanical properties and morphology were compared with
those that were formed under slow solvent evaporation.

Characterization

MV of Ny66 and its nanocomposites was determined by visco-
metry using a type II Ubbelohde capillary viscometer with a
kinematic viscosity constant of 0.09944 mm2 s−2 (ISO 307).
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The flow time of polymer solutions in m-cresol was measured
at concentrations of 0.2–1 g dL−1 at 25 °C after they were
syringe-filtered through a hydrophobic polytetrafluoroethylene
membrane (pore size diameter: 0.45 µm). The relative viscosity
was calculated from the ratio of the flow time of the polymer
solution to that of the pure solvent, assuming that all solutions
have the same density at low concentration. The specific vis-
cosity and reduced viscosity were calculated from the relative
viscosity81 and were then plotted as a function of concen-
tration. The intrinsic viscosity was then determined from the
obtained plot. The Mark–Houwink equation [η] = KMα (where
[η] and M are intrinsic viscosity and viscosity average molecular
weight, respectively; K = 2.4 × 10−3 and α = 0.61 for Ny66 in
m-cresol at 25 °C)81 were used to determine the MV of Ny66
composites.

The mechanical properties of the films were tested on a
universal testing machine (Model 5943, Instron, UK) at 25 °C.
The films used for the tensile test were cut into a dumbbell
shape following the ASTM D638 Type 1 standard. All samples
were conditioned in a controlled-atmosphere chamber at 25 °C
and a 50% relative humidity for 48 h before testing.

The degradation temperature of the films was evaluated
using TGA (Pyris 1, PerkinElmer, US). The samples were pre-
conditioned for complete moisture removal. Measurement was
then conducted by heating the films from 30 °C to 800 °C at a
10 °C min−1 rate under a dry nitrogen atmosphere, with a flow
rate of 20 mL min−1.

DSC measurements were carried out using a DSC Q2000
calorimeter (TA Instruments Inc., US) under a dry nitrogen
atmosphere, with a flow rate of 20 mL min−1. The nano-
composite films (∼1.4–2.0 mg) were placed in the aluminum
sample pans after complete moisture removal. The samples
were heated from 30 °C to 280 °C, and subsequently cooled
down to 0 °C. All thermal scans were performed at a 10 °C
min−1 rate, and the samples were kept isothermal for 5 min at
the beginning of each thermal cycle.

Attenuated total reflectance Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) spectra were recorded using a
Nicolet™ iS50 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, US) with
a smart iTR diamond ATR accessory (face angle: 45°). For each
spectrum, a total of 256 scans at a scan step of 2 cm−1 over a
range of 4000–400 cm−1 were collected.

A field-emission SEM (MIRA3, Tescan, Czech Republic)
with a secondary electron detector was employed to observe
the morphology of Ny66 nanocomposite films after tensile
testing at three positions, which were (1) the unstressed film
surface of the grip section, (2) the whitening area of necking-
position, and (3) the cross-sectional area of the fractured posi-
tion. The samples were coated with a thin layer of Pt (∼7 nm)
using a Q150 T Plus turbomolecular pumped coater (Quorum
Technologies Ltd, UK), which was operated at 15 mA for 90 s
before SEM observation.

SAXS/WAXS measurements were carried out using synchro-
tron radiation at the wavelength of 1.28 Å generated at the 3C
SAXS I Beamline, Pohang Accelerator Laboratory. The sample-
to-detector distance was set as 2090 mm.
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